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Health care is experiencing increasing pressure to implement evidence-based interventions that
improve quality, control costs, and maximize value. Unfortunately, many clinical services and interventions to optimize medication use do not consistently produce the intended humanistic, clinical, and
economic outcomes. The lack of conclusive results is believed to stem from the widely recognized
research-to-practice gap. The field of implementation science seeks to discover and apply strategies
designed to accelerate successful integration of interventions into routine practice. This primer provides an overview of implementation science principles for pharmacists and other health care providers
interested in accelerating practice transformation to improve health care delivery and, ultimately,
patient care.
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“Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not
enough; we must do.”
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

Health care practices are slow to change. It
requires years, sometimes decades, for a small
percentage of original research findings to be
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translated and routinely adopted in practice.1
In addition, the results of basic science and
clinical research often lead to more questions
and spawn more research, but little attention is
paid to understanding how these discoveries
can and should be used in real-world settings.
Although generating evidence of the efficacy of
a particular service or intervention under
tightly controlled conditions is a necessary first
step, it is far from sufficient to ensure broadscale adoption and implementation in clinical
practice.2 Adopting new knowledge into practice is not simply a matter of increasing awareness through passive methods, such as
publishing clinical practice guidelines, offering
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continuing education programs, or sending
mass mailings. Effective uptake requires use of
more active and systematic approaches that
purposefully facilitate quality implementation.2
Because health care professionals and institutions often lack implementation knowledge and
strategies (i.e., the roadmaps and vehicles for
quality implementation), patients often do not
benefit from the most innovative services and
interventions. The need to accelerate translation, adoption, and use of evidence-based interventions is critical to maximize their potential
clinical and humanistic impact.
The proverbial research-to-practice gap
between what researchers collectively know
and what practitioners collectively do has long
been recognized.3 Examples of this quality
chasm abound. For instance, 30% of all antibiotic prescriptions in the outpatient setting are
inappropriate and unnecessary.4 One in three
older adults are prescribed at least one potentially inappropriate medication.5 A high percentage of laboratory tests ordered prompt
unnecessary diagnostic work-ups.6 It is important to note that the problem is not just due
to overutilization; the underutilization of preventive services has also long been a challenge.
Less than 25% of high-risk adults younger
than 65 years receive the pneumococcal vaccination, and only about half of adults age 50–
75 years have been screened for colorectal cancer.7 Moreover, strong regional and institutional differences exist in the quality of care8
as well as variations based on the day and
time of hospital admission.9 Clinicians are not
ignorant of these facts, and many feel frustrated that they cannot deliver the highest
quality of care.10 Thus it is not a lack of caring or clinical knowledge but rather implementation know-how.
The field of implementation science has
gained attention in recent years as an important
discipline to address the research-to-practice gap
and accelerate implementation of evidence-based
interventions and services in real-world settings.
Implementation science seeks to discover and
apply methods that influence and accelerate the
routine use of innovations (e.g., services, interventions, programs, processes, guidelines) in
practice, thereby improving the well-being of a
population.11–13 This primer is intended to
inform pharmacists and other health care providers about the principles of implementation
science—its terminology, history, frameworks,
and methods—and provide guidance on how to
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use implementation science principles to accelerate practice change.
What Is Implementation Science?
Implementation science is defined as the scientific study and application of strategies to promote the systematic uptake of research findings
and other evidence-based practices into routine
use, thereby improving the quality and effectiveness of health services.12, 14 In other words,
implementation science is about facilitating and
understanding what it takes for health care settings to put an intervention or service into practice and do it well enough to maximize its
desired clinical, humanistic, and economic outcomes. As such, it is concerned with the “what,”
“how,” “when,” and “who” of implementation
rather than with discovering or creating a new
clinical innovation.13 Table 1 provides a glossary
of commonly used terms in implementation
science.
Similar to other sectors, the field of implementation science includes and benefits from
both implementation practice and implementation research. The practice of implementation is
concerned with applying evidence-based knowledge and strategies to enhance the quality of
implementation and improve clinical and
humanistic outcomes in real-world settings. Its
focus is on the “doing” or “how-to” of implementation. In contrast, implementation research
focuses on evaluating the most effective
approaches for implementing an innovation. It is
the scientific study of the use of strategies to
adopt and integrate interventions or services into
clinical and community settings to improve
patient outcomes and benefit population health.
Typical implementation research questions
include: How can evidence or knowledge be
most efficiently translated for use in practice?
What are some of the current knowledge-practice gaps (including facilitators and barriers) and
their determinants? Which implementation
strategies are most effective, for what purpose,
and in what context? and What does it take to
sustain and scale up services that have been
found effective?15 Both implementation practice
and implementation research inform and are
guided by a set of implementation frameworks.
These frameworks, defined as a broad set of constructs that organize concepts to account for a
particular phenomenon, describe, systematize,
and anchor the discipline. Frameworks, implementation practice, and implementation research
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Table 1. Commonly Used Terms in Implementation Science
Term
Adaptation
Adoption
De-implementation
Dissemination
Dissemination research
Dosage
Evidence-based intervention
Fidelity
Framework
Implementation
Implementation practice
Implementation research
Implementation science
Implementation strategies
Innovation
Participant responsiveness
or engagement
Program differentiation
Program reach
Quality
Quality improvement
Replication
Scaling out
Scaling up
Sustainability

Definition
The process of making changes to an innovation to make it more suitable for a particular
population or organization without compromising or deleting its core components.
The intention, initial decision, or action to try or use an innovation.
The discontinuation of an innovation after it was previously adopted.
The spread and sustainability of knowledge about an innovation.
The scientific study of targeted distribution of information and interventions to a specific
public health or clinical practice audience using planned strategies.
The amount of an intervention received by participants; in other words, ensuring the
frequency and duration of the intervention is received by the participants as prescribed
by designers.
A specific treatment or therapeutic regimen that has been shown to be effective, to some
degree and in some context, through outcome evaluations.
The degree to which an intervention is being delivered or implemented as intended.
A graphical or narrative representation of the key factors, concepts, or variables to explain
the phenomenon of implementation.
A specified set of activities designed to put into practice an activity or program of known
dimensions. Implementation refers to how a service, program, intervention, or other
innovation is operationalized for routine and systematic use in an organization.
Refers to the "doing" or “how to” of implementation. Focused on the application of
evidence-based knowledge and strategies to enhance the quality of implementation to
drive intervention effectiveness in real-world settings.
Refers to the scientific study of implementation. Focused on understanding how and why
interventions work or fail to work in real-world settings, with the goal of producing
generalizable knowledge.
The scientific study and application of methods to promote the systematic uptake of research
findings and other evidence-based practices into routine use, thereby improving the quality
and effectiveness of health services, and, ultimately, the well-being of a population.
The methods or techniques by which adoption, implementation, and sustainability of an
innovation are enhanced. Constitute the “how-to” of changing health care practice.
A novel idea, set of behaviors, or ways of working (e.g., program, intervention, service,
technology) that involve a change in practice within a health care setting.
The degree to which participants respond to, or are engaged by, an intervention. It involves
judgments by the participants or recipients about the outcomes and relevance of the
intervention.
The extent to which an innovation’s theory and practices can be distinguished from other
innovations (innovation uniqueness).
An individual-level measure of participation, referring to the percentage of persons who
receive an intervention as well as representativeness.
The extent to which an innovation is put into practice in such a way that it meets the
necessary standards to
achieve the innovation’s desired outcomes.
A structured approach to the analysis of performance and systematic efforts to improve it.
The process of reproducing key aspects of a well-defined innovation with the intent of
achieving the desired outcomes and build the evidence for that innovation.
The deliberate efforts to broaden the delivery of an innovation to a setting or target population
that is different from previous implementations.
The deliberate efforts to broaden the delivery of an innovation with the intention of reaching
larger numbers of patients that involves similar settings and target populations as previous
implementations.
The extent to which a newly implemented treatment is maintained or institutionalized within
a service setting’s ongoing stable operations.

are described in more detail in the following
sections.16, 17
Implementation science is different from its
cousin disciplines, such as clinical efficacy
research, clinical effectiveness studies, improvement science or quality improvement, and dissemination research. Although the methods
used might overlap, each has a unique focus.

These disciplines represent different phases
within the research pipeline (Figure 1). For
instance, efficacy research and effectiveness
studies occur earlier than implementation
science studies or improvement science work.
An innovation typically moves from efficacy
(proving it works under ideal and controlled
circumstances) to effectiveness (proving it
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Figure 1. The standard research pipeline for implementation. Reprinted with permission from Annual Reviews of Public
Health.19

works under controlled, but more routine, realworld conditions) to effective implementation
and sustained application in practice.18 Whereas
efficacy and effectiveness studies focus on
whether an intervention works, implementation
science is concerned with how and why interventions work or fail to work in real-world settings.
Implementation science can also be distinguished from quality improvement, in that its
focus is broader (implementation rather than
improvement) and its explicit goal is to create generalizable knowledge.20 Quality improvement efforts typically focus on solving health
care delivery problems in specific contexts (e.g.,
a clinic or hospital), whereas implementation
science seeks to develop generalizable knowledge that can be applied and replicated beyond
the individual contexts/systems under study.18
As such, implementation science is concerned
with the overall implementation and delivery of
interventions, with specific implementationrelated challenges and gaps being naturally
identified as a result of facilitating the implementation process.18 Quality improvement
emphasizes rapid-cycle testing in the field in an
effort to improve performance and spread for a
specific change effort within a specific organization.21 Methods used in the two fields often
overlap (e.g., use of improvement cycles), due in

part to being rooted in similar approaches (e.g.,
lean manufacturing) and principles (e.g., importance of multidisciplinary teams, commitment to
feedback).
Finally, dissemination research focuses specifically on the spread and sustainability of knowledge about an intervention. Dissemination
science is the scientific application and study of
targeted distribution of information and
evidence to a specific public health or clinical
practice audience using planned strategies.22, 23
Implementation and dissemination science are
closely related fields, and successful implementation often calls on the knowledge and strategies
developed by dissemination scientists.
Why Is Implementation Science Important?
Evidence shows that implementation science
can have a significant impact on both accelerating the pace of health care change and increasing the potential impact of health services.
Unlike natural diffusion (“let it happen”) and
dissemination (“help it happen”) that result in
only 14% use of evidence-based interventions
after 17–20 years,13 active implementation can
accelerate this process to 80% use after
3 years.24–26 Previous research also demonstrated that well-implemented interventions and
services yield significantly better outcomes than
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those that have been poorly implemented.27 It is
not evidence-based interventions, but rather
well-implemented evidence-based interventions,
that are effective. Unfortunately, health care
practices are often suboptimally implemented,27
which is understandable because the process of
implementation is complex, takes time, and is
not without challenges. For example, previous
research identified at least eight different components of implementation,27 more than 20 multilevel factors that influence the level of
implementation,28 14 steps or activities necessary to increase implementation effectiveness,17
at least 8 different implementation outcomes,29
and 73 implementation strategies.30
In addition, by seeking to understand successful field-based implementations, implementation
science plays a crucial role in generating learnings, processes, and tools needed for replication,
sustainability, and scaling of these interventions.
For instance, to be effectively replicated and
scaled, an intervention needs to first have been
sufficiently defined to be usable by a diversity of
providers. The contextual factors that can be
leveraged to facilitate its implementation need to
be understood. Measures designed to monitor
implementation success should have been created or tailored to that intervention. Suitable
implementation strategies to support quality
delivery should have been identified. Without
these foundational elements and processes, it
would be difficult to replicate success across
providers, patient populations, and settings; sustain these interventions beyond the initial implementation efforts; and scale up and out to foster
the greatest impact on patients and health care
systems.
How Has Implementation Science Evolved Over
Time?
Interest in implementation initially arose from
the need to address intervention and policy failures in health and other human services. The general lack of intended impact was noted in
evaluations of national initiatives (e.g., President
Kennedy’s New Frontier), public policies, and
human service efforts conducted in the 1960s and
1970s.1, 31, 32 These concerns fueled the evidence-based interventions movement that focused
on developing “effective” interventions. However,
it soon became clear that traditional research
paradigms, such as efficacy and effectiveness trials, were not sufficient to ensure success once the

intervention was implemented in real-world settings. Growing emphasis on accountability and
continued calls for better understanding service
delivery processes to improve outcomes led to the
emergence of implementation science.
Although implementation science as a field is
relatively recent, the understanding that quality
execution is key to success is not a new idea.
Research and practice in many sectors, including
business, education, mental health, public
health, and health care, have led to important
insights that were foundational to implementation science and contributed to its continued
evolution through separate streams of activity.33
For instance, approaches and fields, such as lean
manufacturing, have had an influence on implementation science thinking and principles. That
being said, this section focuses more specifically
on the evolution of implementation science in
health.
Within health care organizations, systems and
individual clinicians have been implementing
and de-implementing policies, programs, and
practices since the inception of formalized
health care delivery. Before the existence of valid
scientific methods to guide and evaluate health
care services, trial and error was often the only
way to approach implementation. Early efforts
in the 1970s and 1980s focused on investigating
strategies designed to change physician behavior.
This research was largely fueled by concerns
over resource utilization and costs.33 As it
became clear that conventional strategies (e.g.,
education, information dissemination) were largely ineffective, research shifted to studying
more active strategies, such as social influence.
Simultaneously, the lack of agreement regarding
best practices in patient care fueled the introduction of evidence-based medicine (EBM), a
precedent discipline to implementation science
defined as the conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of current best evidence in making
decisions about individual patients.34, 35 EBM
was essential yet proved insufficient.
Concurrent with these shifts was the growing
interest in the role of organizational structures
and processes in the 1980s and 1990s. The
flourishing of implementation science frameworks in the early 2000s, developed mostly outside of the health care field, stimulated efforts to
align implementation research in health with
existing theories and frameworks. More recently,
seminal work has focused on defining implementation
strategies,30, 36
operationalizing
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implementation outcomes,29, 37 and outlining
methodological approaches that are most appropriate
for
conducting
implementation
research.19, 38, 39 The maturation of implementation science has led to an expansion of the field
to also include dissemination (now dissemination and implementation, or D&I), a tremendous growth in national conferences, and
additional funding opportunities for research.40
In addition, Implementation Science, a peerreviewed journal launched in 2006, provided the
first scientific venue exclusively devoted to
implementation science research in health.
Finally, certificate programs, postdoctoral fellowship programs, federal training programs, and
programs granting graduate degrees in implementation science have gradually emerged, offering a path forward for those interested in
gaining additional training and experience.
What Do I Need to Know about
Implementation Science to Be Able to Apply It
Effectively?
Navigating and applying implementation
science, whether to facilitate delivery of an intervention (implementation practice) or investigate
the most effective approaches to implementation
(implementation research), requires understanding of its main concepts and their interrelationships. Figure 2 provides a high-level overview of
the decision-making process that could be used
when planning an implementation science project based on the field’s main concepts. Briefly,
selection of an implementation science
Project Goal

Guiding
Framework

Project Needs and Purpose

Selection of Implementation Science
Framework
Be Mindful of Implementation
Stages

IMPLEMENTATION
PRACTICE

IMPLEMENTATION
RESEARCH
D

Implementation
Practice and
Research
Planning

Selection of
Implementation
Strategies

Development of
Evaluation or
Research Questions

Selection of Designs,
Methodologies, and
Implementation
Outcomes

Figure 2. Overview process to guide decisions
implementation science practice and research.

for
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framework depends on the needs and purpose of
the project. The framework, alongside the implementation stage of the intervention, will then
guide subsequent implementation practice and
research decisions, both of which are interdependent. Each of these considerations are
described next in more detail.
About Implementation Frameworks
Over the past decade, over 30 implementation
frameworks have emerged.16, 41 This number is
even larger with inclusion of dissemination
frameworks. Implementation frameworks are
integral to the implementation science field and
are used to describe and/or guide the implementation process; identify and explain factors influencing the implementation process; and evaluate
implementation.42 Selection of a particular
framework should be guided by the fit between
the type of framework (e.g., is it a process
model that specifies particular steps and activities? Is it a determinant framework that identifies barriers and facilitators of implementation?
Is it an evaluation framework that allows one to
assess implementation success?) and the stakeholder’s underlying needs (e.g., To guide a
research study? To facilitate implementation
practice? To evaluate implementation?). An
excellent classification of the various implementation frameworks, models, and theories is available elsewhere.42 Examples of some of the more
commonly used frameworks are the Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research
(CFIR),43 the Active Implementation Frameworks
(AIFs),44 and the RE-AIM evaluation framework,45 each of which is briefly described here.
The CIFR43 is a determinant framework that
identifies five domains of influences on implementation, each of which includes multiple constructs: Intervention, Inner Setting, Outer
Setting, Individuals, and the Implementation
Process. The constructs within each domain provide guidance on factors to identify and measure
as potential implementation facilitators or barriers. For example, the Inner and Outer Setting
domains refer to the structural functioning of
the organization and its interactions with other
organizations and systems. CFIR has been
widely used in health services research, and
most recently in pharmacy practice. Use of this
framework has facilitated understanding of the
implementation success/failures related to interventions, such as medication synchronization,
immunizations, point-of-care testing, and
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hypertension management in community pharmacy settings.46–48
The AIFs provide a conceptual and practical road map for implementers.44 The AIFs arose
from a synthesis of implementation articles
across a variety of disciplines.2 The AIFs outline
the mechanisms and strategies needed to put
into practice any innovation of known dimension. The AIFs consists of five core frameworks:
a Usable Innovation (ensures that an intervention is “usable”, that is, teachable, learnable,
doable, and readily assessable); Implementation
Stages (describes four stages of implementation,
i.e., exploration, installation, initial implementation, and full implementation); Implementation
Drivers (outlines the core components that create the environmental conditions and infrastructure necessary for the intervention to be
implemented as intended); Implementation
Teams (emphasizes the importance of having
organized teams, composed of members with
diverse expertise who are committed to the
implementation effort); and Improvement Cycles
(designed to help teams detect and continuously
improve implementation efforts). The AIFs rely
on a “formula for success” that suggests positive
outcomes result from multiplying the effects of
three elements: an effective innovation (“what”
will be done), effective implementation (“how”
it will be done and “who” will do it), and
enabling contexts (“when” and “where” it will
thrive). The AIFs have been used by many disciplines including maternal and child health, child
welfare, early childhood programs, and education. This framework is also being used in a
large study to guide efforts to advance the successful implementation of comprehensive medication management in primary care medical
practice.49 The AIFs are designed to operationalize the practices of implementation in real-world
settings, whereas CIFR classifies implementation
facilitators and barriers to guide research.
The RE-AIM framework,45 more aptly characterized as an evaluation rather than an implementation science framework, was originally
developed for consistent reporting of research
results and later used to organize existing literature on health promotion and disease management.50 Since its conception, RE-AIM has been
primarily used to guide evaluation of implementation efforts through the five outcome domains
outlined in the framework: Reach (the extent to
which the intended or target population of the
implementation effort is impacted); Effectiveness
(the impact of the intervention on important

[usually patient-level] outcomes); Adoption (the
extent to which an intervention is being
initiated); Implementation (the quality of delivery of the intervention as intended, often
referred to as implementation “fidelity”); and
Maintenance (the extent to which the intervention becomes institutionalized over time).
Although each framework has unique goals
and strengths, they share common assumptions.
First, they recognize the critical importance of
context and multi-level influences on implementation. As noted above, implementation is a complex process. Second, the needs and perspectives
of all stakeholders should be considered and
taken into account. For implementation to be
successful, buy-in and commitment at multiple
levels both within and outside of the implementing organization is needed. Third, use of active
implementation design and facilitation should be
emphasized. As mentioned above, simply “letting
implementation happen” has not yielded positive
outcomes. And finally, there is consensus that
implementation unfolds in stages. These stages
often include pre-implementation (sometimes
divided into exploration and preparation), implementation (sometimes divided into early and
full implementation), and post-implementation
(expansion, sustainability, and scaling). While
stages are dynamic, they each are associated with
specific implementation practice and research
activities.
When determining which framework to use to
guide implementation practice or research, careful consideration should be given to the purpose
and overarching goals of the implementation
effort and the intended purpose of the framework. The selected framework, and understanding of the implementation stages that the
intervention will span, will in turn influence the
range of implementation practice and research
activities. It is likely that more than one framework exists to meet a stated need.37
About Implementation Practice
Quality implementation requires use of practical activities and strategies designed to actively
facilitate uptake of the selected intervention or
service. When faced with implementing an intervention, health care professionals should engage
in these activities to ensure that the intervention
is delivered as intended. These activities and
strategies operationalize the process of implementation. Implementation is defined as “a specified
set of activities designed to put into practice an
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Figure 3. The Quality Implementation Framework: critical and practical steps in the implementation process. Reprinted with
permission from Springer Publishing.41

activity or program of known dimensions.”2 In
other words, implementation refers to how a service or intervention is operationalized for routine and systematic use in a real-world setting.44
As such, it is foundational to the practice of
implementation. Implementation exists along a
continuum and should be conceived as an ongoing process, from exploration to full implementation.13, 27 In its simplest form, successful
implementation requires an innovation supported by evidence and usable in practice, a
context that is receptive to change, and use of
active implementation strategies to facilitate and
support use.44
Although implementation practice should be
tailored to the needs of each setting, there are
common activities that span a wide range of
frameworks and are used by implementation practitioners. Based on a review of 25 frequently used
implementation frameworks, Meyers and colleagues17 created a useful road map for implementation practice, the Quality Implementation
Framework (QIF). The QIF outlines 14 key steps
for the implementation process across four temporal stages (Figure 3). Another example is the
Implementation Change Model, a process model
that outlines a recommended order of steps for
systematically introducing a novel evidence-based

intervention into routine practice.36 Both of these
examples of process models distill essential
elements of the practice of implementation into a
sequential set of actions for consideration by
implementers.
These steps can be completed through use of
implementation
strategies.
Implementation
strategies constitute the how-to of changing
health care practice.51 They are defined as the
methods or techniques by which adoption,
implementation, and sustainability of an intervention are enhanced.45 These strategies range
in complexity from discrete single-component
approaches (e.g., training) to multifaceted interventions (e.g., training with follow-on coaching).
Examples of implementation strategies include
identifying early adopters at a local site to learn
from their experiences with the practice innovation; having leadership declare the innovation as
a priority; developing and supporting teams of
clinicians who are implementing the innovation
and give them protected time to reflect on the
implementation effort, share lessons learned, and
support one another’s learning; and monitoring
progress and adjusting clinical practices and
implementation strategies to continuously
improve the quality of care. A list of the 73
strategies used in implementation science is
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available elsewhere.30 Although selecting appropriate implementation strategies can be a complex task, it should be guided by a
comprehensive implementation road map and
understanding of implementation stages.37, 41, 42
About Implementation Research
Implementation research focuses on understanding how and why interventions work or fail
to work in real-world settings, with the goal of
producing generalizable knowledge.20 A key factor contributing to the creation of generalizable
knowledge is the use of rigorous research
designs and standard indicators of implementation progress and success.
Implementation Research Designs
Although there are no discipline-specific
research methods, some research designs are
particularly useful to the implementation
researcher. Commonly used designs include but
are not limited to randomized designs, such as
the innovative stepped wedge52 and SMART
(adaptive) designs53; nonrandomized designs,
such as the controlled before-and-after studies,
time series, and observational studies; and the
increasingly popular hybrid designs that combine elements of implementation and clinical
effectiveness research. Selection of a particular
design is guided by the research question of
interest. We provide some insights here into the
emergence of hybrid designs; detailed accounts
of these and other designs commonly used in
implementation research are available elsewhere.19, 40, 54
Hybrid effectiveness-implementation designs
take a dual focus a priori in assessing clinical
effectiveness and implementation concurrently.38
There are three types of hybrid designs. Hybrid
type 1 designs test effects of a clinical intervention, usually randomized at the patient level, on
relevant outcomes while observing and gathering
information on implementation. The observational component is usually a descriptive process
evaluation of implementation delivery conducted
during the clinical effectiveness trial to collect
valuable information on “implementability” in
preparation for subsequent implementation
research trials. Hybrid type 2 designs deploy
dual testing of clinical and implementation interventions. In this case, interventions in both the
clinical and implementation spheres are tested
simultaneously. Both the interventions in

question do not need to be tested with randomized fully powered designs. In fact, the most
commonly used hybrid type 2 design is one in
which a randomized controlled trial at the
patient level is nested within a nonrandomized
pilot study of an implementation strategy.38
Hybrid type 3 designs test one or more implementation strategies while observing and gathering information on the impact of the clinical
intervention on relevant outcomes. This design
can be useful in a situation when a prevailing
health policy dictates or encourages implementation of a clinical intervention that is, to varying
degrees, still in question from an effectiveness
perspective. Further, this design is useful when
the goal of the study is to determine how fidelity
of implementation to the clinical practice or treatment is related to clinical effectiveness outcomes.
In the pharmacy practice implementation
science literature, controlled implementation trials are uncommon but on the rise.55, 56 There are
far more quasi-experimental and purely descriptive observational studies of implementation. The
accumulation of studies using these “less rigorous” designs generate learnings and tools that are
foundational for replication and scaling of interventions. They also lay the groundwork for future
more controlled research.57
Implementation Outcomes
Monitoring and evaluating implementation
success (in addition to the more traditional evaluations of clinical effectiveness) is important for
three reasons. First, ensuring that the service is
implemented well will increase the likelihood of
achieving the intended patient, clinical, and economic outcomes. Second, it facilitates the identification of implementation strategies that
successfully move evidence-based interventions
into clinical settings. Finally, should an intervention not reach the desired clinical and economic
outcomes, it allows stakeholders to determine
the reason for failure (is this failure due to the
intervention itself being ineffective or to poor
implementation?).
Measuring implementation progress and success involves examination of implementation
outcomes. Implementation outcomes are defined
as “the effects of deliberate and purposive action
to implement new treatments, practices, and services.”29 As such, they have three important
functions: they are indicators of implementation
success (i.e., was the implementation successful?); they can serve as proximal indicators of
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implementation processes (i.e., how is the
implementation progressing?); and they are necessary precursors to achieving the traditional
effectiveness outcomes (e.g., quality, utilization,
cost) associated with the intervention.
Proctor and colleagues29 outlined eight core
implementation outcomes: acceptability, appropriateness, adoption, feasibility, fidelity, implementation cost, penetration, and sustainability.
Table 2 defines these implementation outcomes.
Selection of appropriate implementation outcomes depends on the research questions of
interest, the implementation stage, and relevance
to the stakeholders involved with the implementation process. These outcomes can be assessed
using surveys, interviews, focus groups, documentation, or administrative data, at the individual, team, or organizational level. Although
validated implementation outcomes surveys and
measures exist,58 they usually must be tailored
to the specific intervention and implementation
context. Early efforts to create, adapt, and validate implementation outcome measures for
pharmacy practice include published work59 and
Table 2. Implementation Outcomes to Evaluate Successa
Outcome
Acceptability
Adoption
Appropriateness

Cost
Feasibility
Fidelity

Penetration

Sustainability

a

Definition
The perception among implementation
stakeholders that a given innovation is
agreeable, palatable, or satisfactory.
The intention, initial decision, or action
to try or use an innovation.
The perceived fit, relevance, or
compatibility of the innovation for a
given practice setting, provider, or
consumer, and/or perceived fit of the
innovation to address a particular issue
or problem.
The cost impact (incremental or
implementation cost) of an
implementation effort.
The extent to which an innovation, can
be successfully used or carried out
within a given setting.
The degree to which an intervention
was implemented as it was prescribed
in the original protocol or as it was
intended by the program developers.
The integration of an innovation within a
service setting and its subsystems. For
example, the number of eligible persons
who use a service divided by the total
number of persons eligible for the
service.
The extent to which a newly
implemented treatment is maintained
or institutionalized within a service
setting’s ongoing stable operations.

Core implementation outcomes from reference 29.
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work in progress by three of the authors of this
article.
Regardless of whether one’s interest is rigorously evaluating, studying, and generating
knowledge to advance effective implementation
or more practically capitalizing on implementation science learnings to facilitate or enhance
the likelihood of successful adoption and implementation of an innovation, implementation
research has yielded useful insights into the
implementation process.
Implementation Science Applied to Pharmacy:
Current Insights and Future Directions
Table 3 lists recommended foundational readings in implementation science. In addition, the
May–June 2017 issue of Research in Social and
Administrative Pharmacy (RSAP) provides a collection of articles and resources on applications
of implementation science to advance pharmacy
practice. We encourage readers to peruse this
themed issue of RSAP to gain an appreciation
for the work ongoing across the profession. As
an example, the Comprehensive Medication
Management (CMM) in Primary Care Study
funded by the American College of Clinical Pharmacy60 uses principles of implementation practice and research to improve use of CMM in
primary care practices with embedded pharmacists. This study seeks to define, implement with
fidelity, and evaluate CMM, to begin building
the business case for scaling and sustaining this
service. As detailed in the RSAP article, the project team used and operationalized the AIFs to
guide the implementation and improvement of
CMM in primary care medical practices to optimize medication use and improve care for
patients.42 This article specifically illustrates the
application of an implementation science framework to pharmacy practice. In addition, through
this study, the project team has been able to
develop and tailor numerous implementation
science instruments, processes, and tools that
will be foundational for replication, sustainability, and scaling of CMM. Examples of these outputs include: the development and validation of
a multifaceted fidelity assessment tool for use
throughout the profession; the operationalization
of implementation outcomes for pharmacy
practice medication optimization interventions;
the creation of a document that defines and
operationalizes the CMM patient care process;
and exploration of strategies to monitor implementation progress and successes such as use of
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Table 3. Key Recommended Resources
Topic

Resource

Overview of
Durlak JA, DuPre EP. Implementation
implementation matters: a review of research on the
science
influence of implementation on
program outcomes and the factors
affecting implementation. Am J
Community Psychol 2008;41
(3–4):327–50.
Ogden T, Fixsen DL. Implementation
science. A brief overview and a look
ahead. Z Psychol 2014;222(1):4–11.
Mittman B. Implementation science in
healthcare. In: Brownson R, Colditz G,
Proctor E, eds. Dissemination and
implementation research in health:
translating science to practice. New
York, NY: Oxford University Press;
2012:400–18.
Implementation Fixsen DL, Blase KA, Metz A, Van
practice
Dyke, M. Implementation science.
In: Wright, J. ed. International
encyclopedia of social and behavioral
sciences, 2nd ed. New York, NY:
Oxford University Press; 2015:695–702.
Meyers DC, Durlak JA, Wandersman
A. The Quality Implementation
Framework: a synthesis of critical
steps in the implementation process.
Am J Community Psychol 2012;50
(3–4):462–80.
Proctor EK, Powell BJ, McMillen JC.
Implementation strategies:
recommendations for specifying and
reporting. Implement Sci 2013;8(1):139.
Implementation Nilsen P. Making sense of
frameworks
implementation theories, models and
frameworks. Implement Sci 2015;
10(1):53.
Implementation Brown CH, Curran G, Palinkas LA,
research
et al. An overview of research and
evaluation designs for dissemination
and implementation. Annu Rev
Public Health 2017;38(1):1–22.
Curran GM, Bauer M, Mittman B,
Pyne JM, Stetler C. Effectivenessimplementation hybrid designs:
combining elements of clinical
effectiveness and implementation
research to enhance public health
impact. Medical Care 2012;
50(3):217–26.
Proctor E, Silmere H, Raghavan R, et al.
Outcomes for implementation research:
conceptual distinctions, measurement
challenges, and research agenda. Adm
Policy Ment Heal Ment Heal Serv Res
2011;38(2):65–76.

improvement cycles. All of these resources have
applications to both implementation practice
efforts as well as implementation research.

Numerous opportunities to implement or
improve implementation of evidence-based interventions or services exist or are emerging across
the profession. Most of these efforts would benefit from the application of implementation
science to not only help ensure quality implementation, thereby increasing the potential
impact of an intervention, but importantly
advance the adoption, replication, sustainability,
and scaling of that intervention. Examples of
efforts that could make use of the science of
implementation can be found in virtually all
facets of the practice of pharmacy, and include:
the adoption and implementation of pharmacogenomic testing to enable precision dosing;
antimicrobial stewardship programs to minimize
antimicrobial resistance; data analytics to drive
patient-centered quality care; wearable technologies to improve adherence and clinical outcomes; evidence-based clinical protocols and
practice guidelines to close clinical care gaps
and improve care; and new care delivery models,
such as care transition programs.
Conclusion and a Call to Action
Health care delivery systems are increasingly
called on to adopt evidence-based interventions
that improve quality, control costs, and maximize value. This creates a tremendous opportunity to accelerate the implementation of clinical
pharmacy services, interventions, and programs
aimed at optimizing medication use to improve
patient care. Efforts to ensure the adoption,
scale, and sustainability of such services will
require change including the de-implementation
of ineffective and inefficient programs and services as well as a commitment to implement evidence-based innovations more thoughtfully and
systematically.
The results of efficacy and effectiveness trials
alone do not lead to widespread adoption or
quality implementation of evidence-based practices. Likewise, systems and people do not
change by themselves. Interventions of known
benefit require focused efforts on implementation and evaluation of those implementation
efforts to produce effective and lasting changes
in complex health care systems.61 Although the
practice of pharmacy would benefit from rigorous research focused on the implementation and
effectiveness of well-implemented evidencebased interventions and services, it should also
make more widespread use of frameworks and
strategies designed to facilitate successful applied

IMPLEMENTATION SCIENCE PRIMER Livet et al
implementation efforts. By providing a comprehensive set of frameworks, strategies, methods,
outcomes, and insights by which to optimize
medication use, implementation science represents a critical path for accelerating practice
transformation to improve health care delivery
and, ultimately, patient care.
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